
Ocean and Resources Engineering is the application of 
ocean science and engineering to the challenging conditions 
found in the ocean environment. Motions of and forces on 
floating structures due to waves and current, sediment 
transport, high pressure and temperature variations, and 
renewable energy resources are among some of the consid-
erations that set ocean and resources engineering apart 
from conventional land-based engineering. 

 

Our tropical, mid-ocean location has the advantage of pro-

viding year-round ocean access to explore research and 

education subjects related to the three options in the depart-

ment: Coastal Engineering, Ocean Resources Engineering, and Offshore Engineering. 

 

Ocean and Resources Engineering, as an inte-

gral part of the School of Ocean and Earth 

Science and Technology at the University of 

Hawai’i, allows the complete coverage of 

questions involving ocean processes. Not 

only can the problem be defined scientifically, 

but engineering solutions can be devised. 

 

Career opportunities for graduates of the department exist in industry, government and 

universities. Jobs in private industry  are with large oil companies, consulting and envi-

ronmental service firms, classification societies, and systems design companies. Gradu-

ates with the PhD degree in Ocean and Resources Engineering have found jobs in research-

oriented positions in higher education, government, and the private sector. 

 

The master’s program in Ocean and Resources Engineering is accredited by the Accredi-

tation Board for Engineering and Technology (ABET). 
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The Department of 
Ocean and Resources 

Engineering 
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University of Hawai’i’s 

School of Ocean and Earth 
Science and Technology 

Faculty 
 
KWOK FAI CHEUNG Chair and Professor, PhD 
1991, British Columbia. Coastal and offshore engi-
neering, hydrodynamics, computational methods, 
water wave mechanics, sediment transport. 
 
R. CENGIZ ERTEKIN Professor, PhD 1984, UC 
Berkeley. Hydrodynamics/elasticity, computational 
methods, nonlinear water waves, offshore me-
chanics. 
 
B. DANDRIDGE GREESON Specialist, PhD 1997, 
Hawaii; Captain, U.S. Navy  (Ret.). Offshore engi-
neering, hydrodynamics, ROV/submersible opera-
tions. 
 
HANS-JURGEN KROCK Professor, PhD 1972, 
UC Berkeley. Environmental engineering, mixing 
and transport, water quality, ocean thermal energy 
conversion, hydrogen. 
 
GENO PAWLAK Assistant Professor, PhD 1997, 
UC San Diego. Coastal mixing processes, fluid 
dynamics, sediment transport  
 
JOHN C. WILTSHIRE Associate Specialist, PhD 
1983, Hawaii. Marine mineral deposits, marine 
mining and processing, submersible technology. 
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The hydroelastic response of very large floating struc-
tures in random waves is an ongoing project in the 



integrates the Departments of Geology and Geo-
physics, Meteorology, Ocean and Resources 
Engineering, and Oceanography, as well as the 
Hawai'i Institute of Geophysics and Planetology, 
the Hawai'i Institute of Marine Biology, and the 
Hawai'i Natural Energy Institute. 
 
The Sea Grant and Space Grant College Pro-
grams, the Hawai'i Undersea Research Labora-
tory, the Joint Institute for Marine and Atmos-
pheric Research, and the International Pacific 
Research Center are also part of SOEST.  

The mission of SOEST is to make the University 
of Hawai'i a leading center in ocean and earth 
science and technology. 
Scientists and engi-
neers of SOEST strive 
to understand the subtle 
and complex interrela-
tions of the seas, the 
atmosphere, and the 
earth, and to bring to 
Hawai'i an enrichment of intellect and culture 
along with technological advances.  

Graduate Program 
The Department of Ocean and Resources Engi-
neering of SOEST offers graduate programs 
leading to the Master of Science (MS) and Doc-
tor of Philosophy (PhD) degrees.  

Hawai’i's unique location, climate and marine-
oriented activities make the University of Hawai’i 
at Manoa an ideal place for education and re-
search in ocean and resources engineering. The 
graduate program in Ocean Engineering at the 
University of Hawai’i at Manoa was initiated in the 
Fall of 1966. 

In October 1988, the University of Hawai’i at 
Manoa integrated all marine-oriented programs 
into SOEST. In July 1999, the Ocean Engineering 
department changed its name to Ocean and Re-
sources Engineering (ORE) to better reflect the 

ters, SCUBA diving gear, buoys and 
mooring equipment. The Department’s 
Environmental Fluid Dynamics Labora-
tory (EFDL), focuses on the study of 
coastal marine processes, including 
turbulent dispersal of pollutants and 
nutrients, wave dynamics, and sedi-
ment transport. 

Computing facilities in the depart-
ment consist of several IBM RS/6000 
AIX-servers and many PCs that are all 
networked through the Windows and 
Linux operating systems.  In addition to 
the on-campus computers, supercom-
puter facilities at the Maui High Per-
formance Computing Center are avail-
able.  The super computer center in 
Maui is operated by the University of 
Hawaii.  

Another re-
search facil-
ity available 
in SOEST is 
the Hawai’i 
Undersea 
Research 
Laboratory 
(HURL) to 
provide and 

support the advancement of opera-
tional undersea capabilities. Major 
facilities consist of two 1-atmosphere 
submersibles, the PISCES IV and V  
(deep diving down to 2000m).  An 
ROV is also available for conducting 
research off a 225-ft research vessel. 

An excellent graduate library 
(Hamilton) is located on the Manoa 
Campus. The Hamilton Library collec-
tions include about 3 million volumes 
and 27,000 serial/journal titles.  All 
collections can be searched online. 

The University 
The University of Hawai'i system is 
composed of 10 campuses throughout 
the 50th state. The flagship campus is 
at Manoa in Honolulu. 

The Uni-
versity of 
Hawai'i at 
Manoa is a 
research 
university 
of interna-
tional 
standing. It 

creates, refines, disseminates, and 
perpetuates human knowledge. Stu-
dents have special opportunities for 
educational experiences and involve-
ment in research activities, service 
learning, and co-curricular activities. 

The oldest UH campus, Manoa began 
in 1907 as a land-grant college of agri-
culture and mechanic arts. Today, the 
University of Hawai'i at Manoa has 
widely recognized strengths in ocean 
sciences and technology. About 
18,000 students are enrolled in Manoa 
courses, studying toward bachelor's 
degrees in 88 fields of study, master's 
degrees in 87, and doctorates in 55.  

SOEST 
The School of Ocean and Earth Sci-
ence and Technology (SOEST) was 
established in 1988. It combines and  

research thrust of the faculty.  

Areas of Study  
There are three major areas of study in the 
Ocean and Resources Engineering department: 

Coastal Engineering deals with coastal and har-
bor problems, sediment 
transport, shore-based 
ocean energy, and near-
shore environmental engi-
neering. 

Ocean Resources Engi-
neering is concerned with 
the engineering of sys-
tems to utilize the energy, 
mineral and living resources of the oceans, the 
use of the ocean for waste disposal, and environ-
mental/economic aspects of these activities. 

Offshore Engineering is concerned with struc-
tures for use in the deeper parts of the ocean, 
including the continental shelf. It includes compu-
tational methods, hydrodynamics of fluid-body 
interaction, and hydroelasticity of very large float-
ing structures, such as floating airports.  

Facilities 
Experimental and Field Work. The department 
maintains research facilities at Kewalo Basin and 
Snug Harbor for field work and in-ocean experi-
ments.  These facilities include field research 
equipment and instrumentation, access to a 17-m 

motorboat and an 18-m 
coastal research vessel.  
The field research facili-
ties support study of 
ocean and coastal struc-
tures and materials, 
wave dynamics and 
sediment transport. Field 
equipment includes 
acoustic current profilers, 
wave gauges, anemome-
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An Ocean and Resources 
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class off Oahu. 
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Launching of Pisces V 
from R/V Ka'imikai-o-
Kanaloa of HURL. 

Holmes Hall, the home of the 
department. 

Breaking waves at 
Waimea Bay. 


